
New Parent Vouchers in a 
Diaper Envelope
By @jessdeaconworks

* Scissors or a craft knife
* Glue (I use UHU all purpose)

* A glue spreader or craft 
   syringe (or a small folded piece

   of paper) to apply the glue.

For this craft 
you’ll need:

Give a personalised gift to new parents - these vouchers are blank for you
to �ll in your own gift ideas!
Print and make this diaper shaped gift envelope to house your personalised
vouchers.
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1. Cut out all parts using a craft knife or scissors. Use the key to identify the additional cut lines
    on parts 1 & 2. For parts 3, you only need to cut out the colour safety pin you wish to you.
  

2. Carefully fold along all fold lines (see key for direction of folds). Before folding it is 
     recommended to score the line lightly with a craft knife or a ballpoint pen that no longer has 
     ink in it. This will make folding easier and more precise.
  

3. Place part 1 in front of you with the (white side) facing you. Take part 2 and spread glue 
    on the back side (when looking at the back side, the folding sides will be folding away from 
     you). 
     * Avoid putting glue around the semi circle cut mark area. 
     * Leave the folding sides unglued otherwise the paper will wrinkle when folded. 
     Glue part 2 onto part one.
   

4. Once you have chosen a coloured safety pin (parts 3), fold up the diaper envelope by �rst 
     folding up from the bottom, then fold the left side in, and lastly fold the right side in. Place
     it in front of you and insert tab A of the safety pin into the cut line on the diaper envelope, 
     sliding it in from right to left.  
   

5.  Once the safety pin is in place (slotted into the cut line of the left �ap of the diaper), add a 
     little glue to the pink guide mark on the right �ap of the diaper. Then fold down the left �ap, 
     (holding the safety pin aloft slightly), fold down the right �ap so it overlaps on top of the
     left �ap and glue the safety pin in place onto the right �ap of the diaper, making sure you 
     have lined it up with the pink guide mark.
  

6. Take parts 4 (the vouchers) and �ll in your own personalised gift ideas to give to the new 
    parents. Some ideas could be: a home cooked meal, a night’s babysitting, a run to the grocery
    store, taking baby for a walk so the parents can catch up on sleep. They have been left blank 
    so that you can choose!
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